
PSHS Summer Reading Assignment-English IIH 

Select either The Awakening (by Kate Chopin) or The Road (by Cormick McCarthy) to read and digest. While 

you are welcome to borrow these texts from a library or friend, it is recommended that you purchase a copy of 

the text so that annotation is easier.  As with all relevant and notable literature, these novels contain ideas and 

topics of a sensitive nature; they are district approved novel selections and house many themes common in 

literature and reflective of the human experience. Both novels have appeared on the AP Literature examination 

and represent a minimum level of text complexity that you will be expected to master during the sophomore 

year. 

Due on August 16, 2018-first day of school 

1. Students are required to read the novel, annotate the novel, and analyze how the author develops a 

theme over the course of the novel (pay attention to the structure of the novel, the narration, and the 

literary devices employed). 

2. Create a reduction of the work.  A reduction of a work condenses it to those elements that are most 

important, most meaningful and relevant to the text.  This provides an opportunity to think both 

analytically (the parts) and comprehensively (the whole) about the novel. (sample attached) 

3. Write an essay that discusses how particular literary devices and techniques (narration, plot structure, 

imagery, simile, metaphor, personification, word choice, symbolism, etc.) create and develop the 

theme(s) in your chosen novel. Bring in a typed copy of the essay on the first day of school.  This essay 

will be the subject of a writing workshop and will become a grade.  

 

***both the literary reduction and the essay must be submitted to www.turnitin.com  before August 

16th 2018.  The Class id is 18120106 .  The Enrollment Key is PSHS . 

 The majority of you used www.turnitin.com during your Freshmen English class. Use the 

email address (most likely your school email) to login.  If you cannot remember your 

password, let the system send a reminder to you.   

 New to www.turnitin.com?  Follow the directions to create a new account.  You will need the 

Class Id and the Enrollment Key as well as your email address that you can access. 

Objectives: 

I can identify and analyze how an author employs various literary techniques and devices to create the 

narrative and develop a theme (s).  

I can evaluate a text to determine and interpret author’s purpose/message understanding how to infer 

meaning and generate conclusions. 

I can formulate a claim and defend/support it with textual evidence and substantial analysis. 

I can create a multi-paragraphed essay (that includes textual evidence and analysis). 

 

Ideas and Topics (suggestions) for Theme Development 
*remembers these are topics; a theme is a statement that is universally applicable 

The Awakening The Road 
Womanhood 

Marriage 
Motherhood 
Artist’s Soul 

Men 
Independence 

Creoles Culture; Social Class 
Gender Equality 

                                Good versus Evil  
Religion 

Love  
the Past 
Violence 

Life and Death 
Forgiveness and Contrition 

Morality 

 

http://www.turnitin.com/
http://www.turnitin.com/
http://www.turnitin.com/


*Literary Reduction Expectations 

-Reduction should be typed, printed, and submitted to www.turnitin.com.  Each category (i.e. author’s style, author’s 

background, etc.) should be bolded and each category should be thorough yet succinctly described.  Include 

parenthetical citations as necessary.  This document should be no more than 2 pages in length, 1 page would be 

adequate. 

Categories: 

Category Description and minimum expectations Point Value 
Title of Work, Author  expected 
Type novel, short story, drama, poetry expected 
Author’s Style (time period, 
literary movement, etc.) 

historical period, literary movement-realism, romanticism, etc. /5 

Author’s Background biographical info of importance-facts, influences /5 
Point of View 1st person, 3rd person-limited or omniscience /5 

Setting 
When/Where? How does the setting create mood, atmosphere, 
conflict or reflect some other aspect of the author’s purpose? 

/5 

Plot Developments 

Do not attempt to fit the entire plot here.  Choose major 
moments, conflicts, events that connect to the theme, include 
the how.  Do include significant beginning, middle, and end 
elements/happenings/conflicts.  One approach:  select one 
conflict (connect to the theme) and include essential details 
that show how that conflict develops and resolves. 

/10 

Characters with 
descriptions 

Choose major/minor characters that help you to see the theme.  
Connect. 

/10 

Symbolism-connect to the 
theme 

Choose symbols that you can  explain and connect to theme /10 

Conflict (Internal & 
External) 

May be thematic, societal, or plot driven /5 

Significance of the Title 
“How does the title of the book help readers see important 
aspects of the story-most notable theme?”  Or how does the 
title define the novel? 

/5 

Theme(s) 

Let go of the “lesson” concept. What facets of the human 
condition does the author deal with?  What questions does the 
work raise?  What observations does the author advance about 
humanity? 

/15 

Summary (1 sentence) Summary of story should lead to your theme as well /10 

8 Quotes & Significance 
Choose quotations that give insight into the theme and/or 
character development.  Choose quotations that you think 
“speak” for the entire novel. 

/15 

 

***include a works cited at the bottom/end of the Reduction (another page is not necessary) 

Works Cited 

“Honors/AP Information.” Home - Minooka Community High School District #111, 

www.mchs.net/cms/one.aspx?portalid=399200&pageid=11565393. 

Yumpu.com. “Literary Reduction Organizer - Mesquite ISD.” Yumpu.com, 

www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/44927200/literary-reduction-organizer-mesquite-isd. 

 

http://www.turnitin.com/
http://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/44927200/literary-reduction-organizer-mesquite-isd


A minimal example (yours should be much more complete).  

Category Description and minimum expectations 

Title of Work, Author To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee 

Type Novel (coming of age) 

Author’s Style (time period, 
literary movement, etc.) 

Might best belong to the Southern Gothic Literary Movement; published at the beginning of the active Civil 
Rights Era 

Author’s Background 

Harper Lee (1926-2016); best known for Pulitzer Prize winner, TKAM and recently Go Set a Watchman. 
Much of the Scout character reflects Lee’s own childhood including her siblings and Dill.  Studied at the 
University of Alabama in law, visits to Oxford University in England and eventually drops out of U of A to 
write full time (moves to New York).  TKAM published in 1960-great acclaim, accepts post on the National 
Council of Arts then shied away from public life.  Notable friends:  Truman Capote. She was a quiet 
philanthropist; presented with the Medal of Freedom in 2007 (Biography 2018). 

Point of View 1st person, one narrator-Scout (two voices=child and adult) 

Setting 

Maycomb, Alabama  The Southern setting focuses the reader’s perspective on the social injustices of the era 
(1930s) specifically racism and classism. The overt nature that characterizes Southern culture during the 
1930s makes the reader as uncomfortable as some of the characters are as they question the occurrences and 
injustices witnessed.  Beyond the time period, the location forces the reader to digest the realities of hate and 
racism.  Idea that in a small town everyone knows everyone else and cares for one another and life “runs 
smoothly” allowing Scout to question all that is “known.” 

Plot Developments 

-First day of school, first trip into the world creates the question=isn’t everyone like me? Establishes Scout as 
an un-intentional leader 
-discovered desire to see BR 
-Atticus truly takes on TR’s case which creates enemies; more confusion for Scout and Jem 
-Scout’s reactions to the world typically end of up in some kind of scuffle thus life lesson from 
Atticus/Calpurnia (“walk in someone else’s shoes…”) 
-Jem struggle to digest the injustice of TR’s conviction; the children discover that people are not always what 
they seem 
-TR’s trial displays Atticus’s strength as a lawyer and human being 
-Bob Ewell attack; BR saves Jem and Scout 

Characters with descriptions 
Major Characters:  Atticus, Scout, and Jem     Minor Characters:   Calpurnia, Dill, TR, BR, Miss Maudie, 
Aunt Alexandra, BE and ME 

Symbolism-connect to the theme 
Atticus-reason and morality 
Mockingbird-innocence (connect to TR an BR) 

Conflict (Internal & External) 
societal:  racism, classism, sexism  
personal:  Scout vs. Jem; Aunt Alexandra; herself 
External:  Tom Robinson vs. Southern Culture  

Significance of the Title 

Atticus explains to Jem and Scout that they cannot shoot the mockingbird.  It is an innocence creature never 
harming or doing harm, often bring joy through song.  It is wrong, a sin to kill or harm a mockingbird.  The 
mockingbird is best compared to TR and BR, both innocent men who are victims of their society in some 
way. 
Atticus represents reason and morality.  He is a symbol of humility and genuine integrity, 

Topics/Theme(s) 
-loss of innocence  
-triumph of good over evil 
-universal need for compassion and understanding 

Summary (1 sentence) 
Jean Louise “Scout” Finch coming-of-age narrative that uncovers humanity’s frailness-a willingness to choose 
convenient; mob mentality over right-and the true nature of courage and morality.   

5 Quotes & Significance (you 
need 5, yes there are only 3 
shown) 

“[Courage] is when you know you’re licked before you begin but you begin anyway and see it through no 
matter what”  (Atticus-demonstrates courage, resolve, some explanation for injustice) 
“You never really understand a person… until you climb into his skin and walk around in it.” (Atticus-speaks 
for how Atticus thinks and lives; Scout also attempts to live in the same way as she faces a confusion world) 
“Hey, Mr. Cunningham! How’s your entailment getting along?”  (Scout-innocent statement form a child that 
breaks up a lynch mob and applies the walk around on skin philosophy). 

Works Cited 

“Harper Lee.” Biography.com, A&E Networks Television, 15 Mar. 2018, www.biography.com/people/harper-lee-

9377021. 

 

http://www.biography.com/people/harper-lee-9377021
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